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1. BACKGROUND
Proposed Development

multi-level parking garage as well as a stand-

Report Purpose and Content

Cambridge Development Inc. is proposing a

alone parking garage that is proposed on the

This Urban Design Brief is a requirement for

mixed-use development on the property at 130
Water Street North (the “site”) in Cambridge.
Overlooking the Grand River in Downtown

property at 125-129 Water Street North at the
southeast corner of Water and Simcoe.

the proposed Official Plan and Zoning Bylaw
Amendment, per the September 24, 2019 presubmission consultation meeting. The January

Galt, the site contains a large surface parking

Proposed Applications

lot serving the Cambridge Mill restaurant

An Official Plan Amendment and Zoning By-

Briefs as part of such applications are meant to

abutting the site. The proposed development is

law Amendment are required to permit the

provide “the rationale behind the design of a

a high-rise development with two towers (28

proposed development. The Official Plan

development and demonstrates how the

and 37 storeys) joined by a low-rise base. The

Amendment will establish site specific policies

design principles and policies set out by the

development would be an integrated mixed

to permit an increase in floor space index and

City of Cambridge are being implemented”.

hotel/residential

tower

height. The Zoning By-law Amendment will add

Following the established scope in those terms

straight residential. The connecting base

various site-specific regulations required to

of reference:

contains commercial uses and functions

implement the proposed development.

• Section 2 outlines the design vision and

and

the

northern

serving the hotel. Parking is provided within a

2019 terms of references for Urban Design

goals for the proposed development
• Section 3 assesses the existing site
conditions and contextual relationship with
the surrounding area;
• Section 4 outlines the relevant design
policies and guidelines influencing the site
and assesses how the proposed design
responds;
• Section 5 outlines the aspects of the
conceptual

design

for

the

proposed

development; and
• Section 6 makes conclusions regarding the
findings.
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2. VISION AND DESIGN GOALS
Vision

minimize vehicular interruptions to the

Provincial and municipal

policy

pedestrian realm along the street.

direction

emphasize intensification and redevelopment
within community core areas like Downtown

4.

a well-designed public-to-private realm

Galt. This is particularly true where such areas

interface

are within the area of major transit stations,

site. Capitalizing on this context and transit

5.

in Downtown Galt.
6.

both unique configuration and varied
development’s skyline.

To this end, the design goals for the proposed

7.

overpower, Downtown Galt’s heritage

Anchor a destination within Downtown
a

vibrant

mixed-used

environment comprised of the Cambridge

character.
8.

buildings to minimize visual and functional

condominium living opportunities.

existing Cambridge Mill facility.
3.

Infill the existing undeveloped site with a
new built form edge to Water Street and
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impacts on the site’s Water Street and

Coordinate site design and functionality
between the proposed building and the

Incorporate structured parking facilities
and service functions within the proposed

Mill together with a new hotel and new
2.

Use a clean, contemporary architectural
aesthetic that complements, and does not

development strive to:
bringing

Establish distinct tower masses through
height and footprint to add diversity to the

Design Goals

Galt

Establish a connected environment for
site with facilities, transit and businesses

existing undeveloped site.

1.

scheme

walking throughout the site and linking the

a major contributor to the emerging mixed-use
commercial and residential activities on an

landscaping

sets the development apart.

investment, the proposed development will be
vibrancy with Downtown Galt, infusing new

and

together with exemplary architecture that

such as the ION Stage 2 extension and the
future Downtown Cambridge station near the

Embrace the Grand River context through

Grand River edges.
9.

Establish a transformed Water Street
streetscape through building placement
and design as well as reinvigorated urban
landscape treatment.
2

3. SITE AND CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS
Existing Site Conditions
The site currently contains a surface parking lot
for the Cambridge Mill facility. Access to Water
Street is from a single driveway entrance
aligned with Simcoe Street. The site is
generally flat, separated with a grassed berm
to the Grand River edge to the west. There are
existing clusters of deciduous trees along
portions of this berm.
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Surrounding Context Characteristics
Land Use

Built Form

Cultural Heritage

• Galt core comprises is a mixture of retail,

• Galt core includes a varied building pattern

• Substantial heritage character throughout

commercial, office, community facilities,
institutions, and residential uses (both
mixed and stand-alone).
• Two high-rise residential condominium
buildings,

known

as

the

Waterscape

Condominiums, sit to the site’s north.
• A commercial plaza (Shopper Drug Mart)
sits to the site’s east.

Galt core area.

of scale, heights and patterns.
• Heart of Galt core characterized set at Main
and Ainslie has characteristic “main street”
form with street-lining buildings and parking
to the rear.

event facility sits to the site’s south.
• The Grand River sits to the site’s west,
including a recreational trail running along
its length.

Conservation District
• Site abuts Cambridge Mill (100 Water)
listed on Cambridge heritage register

• Moving to the core’s edges, the form
transitions more open pattern with buildings
and parking lots to the front or side.

• Existing Cambridge Mill restaurant and

• Site sits outside Main Street Heritage

• Number of other listed properties close to
the site (20 Parkhill Road East to east; 143
and 145 George Street North to the west)

• Predominately a low-rise form (1-3 storeys)
throughout the core and surrounding area.

• To the west of Grand River, 18 and 22
George Street North, Dickson Centre and

• Several instances of mid-rise buildings (4-8

Park property, and Riverbluffs Park are

storeys) and taller buildings (9+ storeys)

designated properties under Part V of

distributed

Ontario Heritage Act

throughout

the

core

and

surrounding area.

North

West
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South

West
4

Surrounding Context Analysis
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Natural Features and Topography
• Galt core area generally sits within a “bowl”
along the Grand River, with significant
topography changes from the residential
neighbourhoods to the east and west.
Landmarks, Gateways, and Nodes
• Existing gateway feature at entrance to Galt
core area to the north, where Ainslie splits
from Water.
• City Hall and various church buildings
among most prominent landmarks
• 3 church steeples (Knox’s, Central and
Wesley) are defining visual landmarks of

• University

of

Waterloo

School

of

Architecture, Dickson Centre and Arena,
and multiple churches throughout the west
of the core.
Public Open Spaces
• Site abuts a recreational trail on east side of
Grand River.
• Numerous linear green spaces along the
lengths of the Grand River, including Mill
Park on the south of Parkhill Road.
• Large, actively programmed Dickson Park
and large, more passively programmed
Riverbluffs Park in the core’s west side.

the Galt core.

connections to the Ainslie Street Terminal
and the Groh/Holiday Inn stop.
• Ainslie Street Terminal provides multiple
transit

connections

to

the

regional

destinations: Fairway Station, Conestoga
College,

Cambridge

Centre

Station,

Cedar/Grand Ridge via Churchill and Glen
Morris and Southwood/Cedar.
• Proposed ION Cambridge Centre station
planned south of the Ainslie Street bus
terminal,

connecting

through

Hespeler

Road and into the urban cores of Kitchener
and Waterloo.
• Pedestrian trail extends north and south
along the Grand River abutting the site.

Transportation Networks
View Corridors and Vistas
• Views atop the Grand River’s edges looking
up and down the watercourse.
• Views along bridge streets connecting Galt
core on the east and west of Grand River.

• Water Street is an Arterial (Regional) Road
and is two lanes southbound directly
adjacent to the site. Water Street North
turns into two-way travel immediately south
of the site.
• Sidewalks along both sides of Water Street

Public Buildings and Schools
• City Hall, multiple churches, schools and
Conestoga College building throughout the
east side of the core.
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continuing south, providing connections
throughout the Galt City Centre.
• Two bus stops situated along Ainslie Street
North within an approximate 200 metre walk
from the site. These transit stops provide
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4. DESIGN POLICY ANALYSIS
Section 5 of the Cambridge Official Plan
establishes the general urban design direction
for new development in the city. The general
expectation is that development “demonstrate
a high standard of urban design…that supports
the creation of a unique identifiable space while
respecting and enhancing our cultural and
natural heritage and our unique identity”. The
proposed development’s design responds to
the applicable design policies of Section 5, as
outlined below.

The proposed design supports broadly an
active and healthy lifestyle with the confines of
Downtown Galt. Connected to the existing
pattern of streets and walkways in Downtown
Galt, the proposed development contributes to
walkability

Views and Vistas (5.4)

The proposed design embraces the transit-

No landmark views are obstructed by the

oriented design principles within the walkshed

property. Given its adjacency to the Grand

of the existing Ainslie Terminal and planned

River and trails, the proposed design displays

ION Downtown Cambridge Station and Main

a high quality, contemporary architectural

Street Station. The proposed development:

aesthetic to complement the heritage fabric

• It

throughout Downtown Galt. Viewshed graphics

provides

a

compact

urban

infill

development on an existing undeveloped
site. It will be mixed with a high density
residential uses and a hotel, which together
with the Cambridge Mill will be a destination

Healthy and Liveable Communities (5.2)

the

Transit-Oriented Development (5.3)

of

the

Downtown

Galt

neighbourhood with a street-oriented building
form and a mix of housing options capitalizing
on proximate transit service. The attractive
architectural expressions reinforces the ground
floor level. The design integrates areas direct
pedestrian connections to public sidewalk.
Incorporation of bicycle parking and storage
supports non-vehicular travel options and carfree (or car-reduced) living options.
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use well-served by regional transit.

demonstrate the proposed development within
the surrounding context as viewed from several
vantage points (see Appendix B).
Public Realm (5.5)

• It envisions a re-imagined streetscape for

The Streetscape Concept envisioned for the

the length of Water Street North including

subject stretch of Water Street North, as

the site and Cambridge Mill as a gateway

outlined in the Section 5 below, provides

entrance to Downtown Galt, which is

opportunities for incorporating sustainability

currently auto-oriented principally.

infrastructure

• It balances site circulation between access
to the Water Street North sidewalk and onto

options,

whether

plantings,

surface paving, or stormwater management.

transit service together with access to the

Gateways (5.6)

Grand River trail system.

The site and subject portion of Water Street
North can be considered a gateway to
Downtown Galt per this policy. The signature
architectural
approach
and
envisioned
streetscape concept for the broader street
segment of Water Street North assists in
transforming this entrance through built form
edge to the street and plantings to assist with
an attractive space.

• It provides a series of indoor and outdoor
spaces that provide vibrancy and vitality to
residents and guests as part of the
development.
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Site Development and Buildings (5.7)
The proposed development in keeping with the
site and building design policies in that it:
• Provides a compatible form through a
combination of physical separation to
adjacent properties (Cambridge Mill and
Waterscape Condominiums), refined and
distinct tower massing, and tower step• Situates the building close to the street
edge on this infill site, where the existing
setback pattern is varied.
explore

opportunities

for

further

refining and articulating the building base
wall facing Water Street North containing
the parking garage.
• Embraces
architectural
materials,

a

clean,
aesthetic

colours,

contemporary
of

and

massing,

accentuating

touches that is a respectful complement of
Downtown

Galt’s

heritage

The proposed design situates the building to

lighting as part of the detailed design stage.

maximize surveillance opportunities to all

• Move-in rooms and garbage storage and

building sides, whether from internal spaces

fabric

accommodate

collection areas are internalized within the
building in a location away from the Water
Street North edges and screened.
Sustainable Design (5.8)
The proposed development supports compact

backs atop the low-rise building base.

• Can

pedestrian-scale

• Can

(as

outlined in Section 5 below).
• Includes pedestrian walkways from the
main building entrances through the site
and to the public sidewalk along Water
Street or trails along the Grand River (as
outlined in Section 5 below).
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living and car-free alternatives given proximity
to existing transit and future rapid transit.
Bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure to an
accessible standard will be provided on the
site. Building-specific sustainability features
will be considered at the detailed design stage
for the building.

This will include exterior

cladding considerations, TDM measures, and
stormwater management elements, as outlined
in Section 5 below.
Accessibility / Universal Design (5.9)
Detailed design of the site will meet AODA and
Ontario Building Code Standards. Barrier-free
pedestrian access is provided throughout the
site to the lobby and units entrances.
Safety (5.10)

near the ground or above or from commonly
shared outdoors

spaces. There are no

entrapment areas on the site from the public
placement or circulation routes. Vehicular and
pedestrian access routes to and through the
site will be clearly demarcated.

Site and

building lighting will be coordinated at the time
of detailed design to ensure comfortable and
safe lighting levels without undue overspill.
Parking (5.11)
On-site parking is entirely in an underground
and above-ground parking garage integrated
within the building mass. While active ground
floor uses facing Water Street North are
desired by the policy, the grade differential
from the west (Grand River) to east (Water
Street) and how these grades are transitioned
through the building design makes this
objective

challenging.

The

two

access

driveways to the site are shared to the south
(with

Cambridge

Mill)

and

(Waterscape Condominiums).
bicycle

parking,

both

the

north

Locations for

outdoor

short-term

parking for visitors and indoor long-term

8

resident parking for residents will be explored
at the time of detailed design.
Signage (5.12)
Signage design will consider this policy
direction at the time of detailed design in a
manner reflects the contemporary aesthetic
and complements the surrounding context.
Public Art (5.13)
Public art installations will be explored through
the landscape plan as part of the detailed
design stage. There are multiple locations
throughout the site that could accommodate
such installations.
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5. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
Site Design
Building Position and Setbacks
The proposed building infills the majority of the
site’s frontage along the property’s Water
Street North edge. The building based is
continuously within 1.5 metres of the Water
Street North right-of-way to edge the street,
projecting and recessing along the building
frontage. The building setback to the rear
Grand River edge is varied with the tower
masses projected towards the water’s edge.
Separation to the Cambridge Mill to the south
and residential towers to the norther is created
through coordinated access driveways.
Building Entrances
The entrance to the hotel and residential
condominium is provided centrally on the
western building side, facing the Grand River.
The partially raised P1 parking level along the
Water Street North edge limits entrances from
the public street frontage.
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Site Circulation
Two access driveways provide access drivers,
one on either side of the building’s ends. The
northern driveway provides a coordinated
access with the Waterscape condominiums to
the north; the southern driveway (using the
existing site access aligned with Simcoe
Street) provides a coordinated access with the
Cambridge Mill to the south. These two
entrances provide a continuous loop to the
west of the building, providing access to the
parking levels and a drop-off at the main
building entrance (particularly for hotel guests).
Pedestrian access to the building is provided
from Water Street by way of a walkway on the
south side of the building at the Simcoe
intersection. The pedestrian bridge proposed
across Water Street North would provide safe
pedestrian access to the overall development
from the proposed parking garage on the east
side of the street. Additionally, the walkway
Vehicular Access

along the Grand River will provide north-south

Drop off

access to the site.

Garage Access
Pedestrian Bridge
Pedestrian Routes
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Parking
Parking for the proposed building is contained
entirely in underground or above-ground
parking

structures

integrated

within

the

building mass. Level P2 is fully below grade,
Level P1 is partially exposed along the Water
Street North frontage, and Level L1 sits at
grade from the main entrance on the Grand
River side of the building (2nd floor as viewed
from

Water

Street

North).

The

surplus

requirements made up in the proposed parking
garage at the southeast corner of Water Street
and Simcoe Street associated with the
development.
Service and Loading
Building and site functional areas are
internalized in the northwest corner of the
building’s first floor (Level L1), away from the
Water Street North edge and public realm.
These servicing functions include separate
loading and access doors for moving and
waste management functions.

Move-in, loading and
waste management
storage areas

`
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Open Spaces and Landscaping

Outdoor common
amenity area and
entrance treatments

The proposed design has multiple open
spaces at the ground level, upper storey
rooftops and abutting property edges. These
spaces have not been designed at this point of
the development process. This includes the

2nd Storey continuous
rooftop terrace

Grand River
promenade treatment

following design intents:
• Around the building’s perimeter on the
western side facing the Grand River,
spaces will be designed with a combination
of

hardscape

surface

together

with

landscaping elements and plantings to
provide for a quality entrance interface.
• Rooftop terraces atop the building base
between the two towers will provide a
combination of hardscaped spaces and
vegetated components to provide flexible,
programmable space for hotel guests and
condominium residents.
• The site’s Grand River edge is meant as a
pedestrian promenade with walkways and
supporting landscape treatments providing
vibrancy to the water’s edge.
• The intent for the broader Water Street
streetscape, including the site, involves a
re-imagined urban edge at this prominent
entrance to Downtown Galt (see following
page)
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Water Street
streetscape
treatment
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Water Street North
Streetscape Concept
(Source: The Planning Partnership)
Conceptual plan for the envisioned transformation of
the Water Street North entrance to Downtown Galt,
involving the subject site, the Cambridge Mill site,
and surrounding properties. Coordination between
the site developer, City, Region and surrounding
properties will be required to implement this vision.
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Water Street North
Streetscape Precedents
(Source: The Planning Partnership)
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Built Form and Massing

A “belt line” for both towers (the 12th storey for
the North Tower and the

Building Base
The building is grounded by a 2-storey base
providing a connecting link between the two
towers. At the ground level facing the Grand
River, the first floor provides entrance lobby
and amenity functions. Above, the second
storey recedes from the base in a meandering
fashion, providing a dynamic space for indoor
amenity functions as well as a rooftop terraces
and vegetated areas for use by residents and
hotel guests.

From the building base, the two towers rise in
consistent fashion through the building height,
although the two towers are distinguished with
different tower floor plates owing to the function
of tower (hotel compared condominium) and
providing variety of the tower scale. At their
closest, the tower placement provides 25.2
metre separation between the towers, a
tower

floor for South

size of 1,200 square metres (or 1,160 square
metres for floors above the belt line)

Tower) is created by a 3-metre inset of this
floor equally around all sides of the towers

Building Roofs

(providing an outdoor terrace area) together

The building rooflines share a consistent

with transparent glass continuously along its

distinct geometric angle to the building finish,

length. This element has multiple purposes:

eliminating any views to rooftop mechanical

providing a signature architectural element for

equipment. The angled tower roofline is

the building, as outlined below, establishing the

designed provide depth and interest to

aesthetic of a mid-rise “podium” for the

perspectives from different vantages points in

building, and mitigating wind down-washing

the surrounding context, playing on light and

affects associated with the tower heights.

shadow throughout the day.

The South Tower containing the hotel is 28

Building Towers

general

8th

spacing

that

considers

maximizing privacy, minimizing shadowing
(see Appendix A) and protecting sky views
between the taller buildings.

storeys

in

total

height.

The

tower

is

approximately 112 metres in height to the
tower peak. It has a slender trapezoid
floorplate of approximately 770 square metres,
narrowing as the tower extends to the Grand
River.
The North Tower containing the residential
condominium is 37 storeys. The tower is
approximately 143 metres in height to the
tower peak.
It shares the same trapezoid floorplate as the
South Tower, also narrowing as the tower
extends to the Grand River, but with a larger
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East-West Cross-Section

Rooftop

(Mid-point section between North and South
Tower, showing South Tower)

Building Tower

“Belt Line”

Building Base
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First Floor Plan
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North Tower (Condominium)
Select tower floor plans

South Tower (Hotel)
Select tower floor plans
`
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Second Floor Plan
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Architectural Design

context at the most immediate pedestrian level.

The proposed building’s architecture has been

Elsewhere, material accents are limited to

designed as an elegant contemporary addition
to the Downtown Galt skyline. The design
strives for clean lines without being overly
ornate to avoid competition with or replication

base, middle and roofline, respecting the intent
for the generally unburdened aesthetic.

of Galt’s examples of heritage architecture.

The ground floor facing the Grand River is an

The building massing outlined above provides

water, accentuated by higher proportions of

the start of the clean base for the building. Atop
this base, the building’s exterior cladding
employs a refined and measured composition
of quality materials that respect the heritage
context. The number of materials used is
purposely limited to avoid cluttering the
architecture

and

maintain

the

intended

expression. Light colours throughout assist

emphasis given prominent views along the
taller transparent glass and angled features
signaling the pedestrian focus.
The 8th storey and 12th storey “belt lines” on the
South and North towers, respectively provide a
signature

architectural

element

to

the

building’s aesthetic, as well as its functional
aspect of reducing wind impacts. This feature

with the creation of an “airy” feel to the building.

is defined by the generous recession into of

Throughout the tower base and tower heights,

continuous transparent glass of this course of

a contemporary, respectful aesthetic is set by
a consistent rhythm of architectural precast
concrete grid inset with a rhythm of transparent
windows as the towers rise; this contrasts to a
modern

“glass

box”

tower

form.

This

composition is carried consistently around all
four building sides. Natural stone materials on
the podium’s east side facing Water Street
North are meant to tie into the surrounding
Urban Design Brief | 130 Water Street North
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careful use of metal accents on the building

this storey into the building mass, the
the building exterior, and subtle angled corner
element for a distinguished reveal.
The tower rooflines provide an angled finish to
the building’s skyline, providing a simple
architectural

touch

to

the

contemporary

aesthetic that at the same time provides a
dramatic

roofline

finish

from

different

perspectives.
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East Elevation
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North Elevation
21

West Elevation
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South Elevation
22

Architectural Inspirations
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Microclimatic Impacts

the wind activity expected is higher than

Wind Impacts

desirable.

RWDI

prepared

a

Pedestrian

Wind

Assessment for the proposed development.
The Assessment found that following regarding
the proposed building form: .
• Wind conditions at the riverfront area,
parking lots and most areas on the
sidewalks around the project are predicted
to

be

appropriate

for

the

expected

pedestrian activity.
• Wind conditions at the main entrances are
expected to be comfortable for sitting or
standing throughout the year, which is
appropriate.
• High wind activity is expected around the
north and south ends and western corners
of the development. These conditions can
potentially exceed the recommended safety
criterion, particularly in the winter.
• Wind speeds on the east side of the Level 2
terrace are expected to be appropriate for
passive activities. Conditions on the north
and south ends of the terrace are predicted
to be windy for passive use.
• Wind

control

measures

been

suggested for all concerned areas where
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unaffected by the proposed building at the

• Wind tunnel testing is recommended in
order to confirm and quantify the level of

9am and 12pm time periods in all seasons
(sunrise to 1pm generally unaffected).

wind activity and optimize the wind control

• The proposed building does not cast

efforts required. RWDI can help design the

shadows on Mill Race Park, Dickson Park

layout of wind control features as the design

or Riverbluffs Park during any of the time

advances.

periods of all seasons.
• For the seasons of outdoor use, the

Shadow Impacts

Waterscape condominiums abutting the

Martin Simmons Architects prepared the
shadow modelling and graphics for the
proposed development (see Appendix A).
Section 8.4.1 of the Cambridge Official Plan
establishes that shadow impacts are one
consideration of the compatibility of new
development.
established

The

City

shadow

does

criteria

not
for

site’s north side are unaffected by the
proposed building at the 3pm and 6pm time
periods in Spring and Autumn (and largely
unaffected at the 9am time period); they are
unaffected at the 9am, 3pm, and 6pm time
periods in Summer.

have

• For the seasons of outdoor use, the

impact

residential neighbourhood to the site’s

assessment.

northeast is unaffected by the proposed
building at the 9am and 12pm time periods

Generally based on common practice and

in the Spring and Autumn; this area is

standards, shadow impacts are acceptable

unaffected at the 9am, 12pm and 3pm time

where they allow full sun on residential amenity

periods.

areas, sidewalks and public spaces for a 4hour equivalency. Using these criteria, the
shadow

have

• The Water Street North sidewalks are

impacts

development

at

from
130

the

Water

proposed
Street

are

acceptable given:
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Heritage

Sustainability

which includes long-term and short-term

The proposed development’s property is

The proposed development brings inherent

bicycle parking spaces, car share parking

adjacent to the Cambridge property at 100

sustainability benefits from its locational and

spaces, and interior transit information.

Water Street North, which is listed on

physical attributes. This includes the proposed

• Stormwater on the site controlled through

Cambridge’s Heritage Property Register. The

development’s compact form efficient use; the

connections to the existing sewers in Water

Cambridge Mill is under the same ownership

site’s proximity to surrounding community

Street North.

as the proponent of the proposed new

services and businesses in Downtown Galt; its

development.

short walking distance to higher order transit
services and facilities, both current express

The proposed design thoughtfully considers

routes and future ION service; and its

the heritage resources. The proposed tower

brownfield and infill nature of the site.

• Internal waste areas for collection and
sorting of garbage and recycling.

placement provides a considerable separation
between the taller buildings and the heritage

At this time, LEED certification is not being

resource. Shadows from the proposed towers

contemplated for the proposed development;

are not cast onto the Cambridge Mill site at any

however, the proposed development has

point of the tested dates and times. The

several

proposed architectural design employs light

contributions that will be further explored

coloured masonry cladding materials that

through detailed design stage. This includes:

respect the characteristics of the Cambridge

• A window-to-wall ratio that is conducive to

Mill exterior. The envisioned Water Street
North streetscape concept and landscaping
plantings are intended to unify the gateway
entrance and tie the public realm together
between the proposed development and the
Cambridge Mill.

site

and

building

sustainability

energy conservation, together with exterior
cladding

featuring

high

performance

insulation and glazing.
• A vegetated roof on the building base’s roof
that

will

assist

with

stormwater

management, the details of which will be
refined through the detailed design stage.
• A suite of TDM measures that will
encourage walking, cycling and transit use,
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6. CONCLUSIONS
The proposed development will establish a

including more slender tower forms and

two-tower, high-rise, mixed-use development

step-backs above the building base;

of a hotel and residential condominium within
the Downtown Galt area of Cambridge. Based
on the review contained in this Urban Design
Brief, the proposed design is well-designed
and supports the intent and spirit of Section 5
of the Cambridge Official Plan regarding urban
design policies. Particularly the design of the
proposed development:
• Provides a compact, urban intensification
on a site well-served by public transit,
commercial

activities

and

community

• Does not create unacceptable microclimatic conditions from a wind and shadow
perspective, as concluded by supporting
studies; and
• Establishes a contemporary architectural
aesthetic with clean lines and a supportive
masonry and glass material palette, which
provides a complementary addition to the
emerging Downtown Galt skyline and its
heritage fabric in general.

facilities;
• Accommodates

all

parking

within

an

underground above-grade parking garage
for residents and hotel guests;
• Links the site, entrances and functional
areas through a safe and connected
circulation pattern for pedestrians, with
connections between the Water Street
North sidewalk and Grand River trails;
• Accommodates opportunities for landscape
treatments

that

reinforce

the

public

streetscape quality along the broader
segment of Water Street North;
• Positions and scales the building’s towers
respecting best practices tall buildings,
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APPENDIX A
Shadow Analysis Graphics

Cambridge Mill Towers
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APPENDIX B
Viewshed Graphics

Cambridge Mill Towers - View Shed Study
Cambridge, ON
October 2020

North View

Cambridge Mill Towers - View Shed Study
Cambridge, ON
October 2020

South View

Cambridge Mill Towers - View Shed Study
Cambridge, ON
October 2020

East View

Cambridge Mill Towers - View Shed Study
Cambridge, ON
October 2020

West View

Cambridge Mill Towers - View Shed Study
Cambridge, ON
October 2020

View looking West from Market St.

